City grants Suffolk variance for building

By Mike Kane

The city's Board of Appraisals and Assessments has granted the city's Planning Board a variance for Suffolk University's planned new building on Tremont Street. The variance is necessary because the building would exceed the city's height and setback requirements.

Faculty study printout being readied

By Karen Pulford

The university's Academic Affairs Committee is preparing an additional report on the faculty study printout, which is due to be completed by the end of the year. The report will be presented to the Board of Trustees at their next meeting.

Presidents' Council allocates $100 for faculty evaluation printout

By Jerry Harris

The Presidents' Council has allocated $100 for the faculty evaluation printout, which is due to be completed by the end of the year. The report will be presented to the Board of Trustees at their next meeting.
Martin-Elford says 25-30% of students will receive financial aid

SGA asks administration to narrow communication gap

Ridgeway Lane pool table repaired

SGA election invalidated by Betters-Reed

PRIMO'S ITALIA SUBS

Quality in Subs, Salads & Dinners

Specializing in Quality

Telephone 742-5458
just one more river to cross

Some students are close to tears as they struggle to focus on school work. As the semester winds down, the stress becomes even more intense. Some students are so overwhelmed by the pressure of school that they are unable to think clearly. The situation is so bad that the school administration has been forced to take action.

academic merger: a precedent setter?

The merger of the higher education system in the United States is a precedent setter. A scientific approach to the merger of institutions has been adopted, which takes away from the essential nature of education. With the increase in the number of students, the need for more classrooms and facilities has become evident.

Florida is heard

The students of Florida are heard, as Florida has the highest per capita student population in the United States. The students have a voice in the decision-making process, and their concerns are taken into consideration. The students have been vocal about their concerns, and the administration has been responsive.

Significant Suffolkana

Significant Suffolkana is heard, as Suffolkana has the third highest per capita student population in the United States. The students have a voice in the decision-making process, and their concerns are taken into consideration. The students have been vocal about their concerns, and the administration has been responsive.

NEED MONEY?

The Suffolk Journal needs advertising sales to ex- pand its advertising staff. Great opportunities to earn extra spending money. High commissions offered. Come to an organizational meeting Tuesday, Feb. 21 in RL 2 at 1 p.m.
The Blizzard of '78

By The Harvard Daily.

Four decades have passed since the '78 blizzard in February, but the memory of that storm still lingers in the minds of those who experienced it. The blizzard, which paralyzed the Northeast for days,left lasting memories of survival and resilience.

The story of the blizzard is one of humanity against nature. The storm brought record-breaking snowfall, with up to 50 inches falling in some areas. The snowfall disrupted daily life, as schools and businesses were forced to close, and transportation was severely impacted.

Despite the challenges, the people of the Northeast showed remarkable resilience. They banded together to help those in need, and the community came together to overcome the adversity.

In the aftermath, the recovery efforts were extensive. Schools and businesses gradually reopened, and life returned to normal. The blizzard of '78 remains a significant event in the history of the Northeast, a testament to human endurance and adaptability.

The story of the blizzard gives us hope in the face of adversity. It reminds us of the power of community and the strength of the human spirit.
Classes to be held on Monday holiday

by Hugh E. McCready

The admission to certain classes was held at the Old Main Community Center from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. on Monday morning. Classes were taught by members of the staff and were free to all students. The classes included painting, drawing, and photography. The Old Main Community Center is located on the corner of Main and 12th Street. The center is open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday.

SU Police stayed here, got overtime and "fever"

by Robert K. Francon

There was a lot of work this last week as far as the SU police are concerned. They were on duty to keep the students and faculty safe. There was a lot of overtime and they were not able to get a break. They were working around the clock and were very much needed. They were working on the cases of the missing students and were able to locate them. They were also dealing with a lot of disturbances and were able to keep the peace.

Entertainment shines through the storm

by Dick Phillips

The entertainment at the SU was shining through the storm. The students were able to enjoy the activities and were not affected by the weather. The weather was not a problem and the entertainment was able to continue. There was a lot of activities and the students were able to enjoy them. The entertainment was able to continue and the students were able to enjoy them.

The SU Police had a lot of work to do. They were on duty to keep the students and faculty safe. There was a lot of overtime and they were not able to get a break. They were working around the clock and were very much needed. They were working on the cases of the missing students and were able to locate them. They were also dealing with a lot of disturbances and were able to keep the peace.

The entertainment at the SU was shining through the storm. The students were able to enjoy the activities and were not affected by the weather. The weather was not a problem and the entertainment was able to continue. There was a lot of activities and the students were able to enjoy them. The entertainment was able to continue and the students were able to enjoy them.
An insight into peace negotiations:
Suffolk, NESNA in middle of long road

By Rick Han

The last thing anyone would have expected would be that Suffolk's NESNA would be in a renegotiation. Several students, frustrated with the last session, decided it was time to sit down and talk to the administration. The last time the NESNA met was not a success, and the students and administration are hoping this time will be different.

Antagonism remains

Frustration between the administration and NESNA continues. The most recent scare came when a Suffolk student was accused of damage to the mayor's computer. The administration claims that the accident was due to the student's negligence, and the student claims that the administration is using this as a chance to stop the union. The union is now demanding a meeting with the administration to discuss the matter.

Feb. 14 — give a valentine, lose a mate

Many students

Suffolk College student Mike Buccheri was recently charged with murder. Buccheri is accused of killing his wife and using her as a pawn in a game of chess. The student and his wife were both involved in a chess tournament, and the authorities say that Buccheri was using his wife as a pawn to gain an advantage in the game.

STUPID

Many students
Before the storm: Rams lose one, win one

Suffolk sports get tossed into a snowbank thanks to record setting Boston snowfall

Ryan Little set mark

Sports Quiz

Storm puts whammy on local ski area

Ryan leads Rams over MIT
In the Spotlight

Norton: a playmaker's model

Suffolk Sports Scene

Rams Schedule

Women Rams lose opponent as UMass drops hoop

From blizzards to baseball: Sox open this month
'Coma's real-life horror

MOVIES

by Laura Barton

Well, well Wells

RECORDS

by Dr. Frank

'Theater' tedious

THEATER

by Mark Wheelwright

Versatile Cowboy rides the range

RECORDS

by Dr. Frank

'Salmon People' tedious
DOWN RIDGEWAY LANE
AS GOVERNOR, I AM
DECLARING A STATE OF
EMERGENCY IN MASSACHUSETTS
AS A RESULT OF THAT
ACTION ALL SCHOOLS
IN THE STATE ARE
CLOSED.

CARTOON
THAT INCLUDES
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY!

Is the media being manipulated?

MAD

SUFFOLK SCRAMBLE
PUZZLE

ACORN EXHIBITION
HUMOR ROBERT HARTFORD
BOSTON "OUTSIDE" TRADES
HOUSE HAVEN INN
AGASSIZ
SMITH INN
HARVARD INN
COBBLESTONE INN
SOUTH STREET INN

This week's winners are:

James M. Coombs
David K. Conant
Richard S. Flatto
Thomas C. Bickel
Bertolucci's '1900': a long, drawnout statement on society

MOVIES

In Fourm of Revolu

NESNA

continued from page 2

Red Sox

continued from page 2

Rams

continued from page 2

Up Temple St.

continued from page 2

FLORIDA DAYTONA BEACH
1 DAYS/7 NIGHTS
$ 209.00

price includes